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RUBBER GOODS

VALVE CAPS (Includes Black String)

VINYL
1017RD
1012BK
1012BL
1012GN
1012OR
1012PK
1012YW

PVC

MOLDABLE MOTHPIECES
CUSTOMIZABLE TO TEETH & JAW BITE

1053BK
1053BL
1053CL
1053PK
1053YW

EXCELLENT ELASTICITY & RESISTANT TO ABRASION

SILICONE MASK STRAPS

WEIGHT BELT

3612
RUBBER WEIGHT BELT 2” x 65”

MULTI-LIGHT
L.E.D.

2815

• L.E.D. 150 LUMEN
• 4 TO 8 HOUR BURN TIME
• 3 - AAA BATTERIES OR 1 - 18650 ION BATTERY
• 1 WATT POWER
• WATERPROOF 160 FT

1027
MASK STRAPS SILICONE .78” BK, BL, CL, OR, PK, YW
SUNSCREEN COUNTER DISPLAY

1698DIS
OXY FREE 24 PIECE DISPLAY
INCLUDES: (6) SPF 20, (6) SPF 30
(12) SPF 50, 4 OZ. BOTTLES

SUNCARE & DEODORIZER

1692
SOOTHING BABY WASH 4 OZ

1675-CL
CLEAR ZINC TITANIUM 4 OZ

1675-SK
SKIN TONE ZINC TITANIUM 4 OZ

REEF BABIES

LAND SHARK SPF 30
4 OZ. BOTTLES

PRE-SWIM HAIR CONDITIONER

GNARLY HEAD CONDITIONING PRE-SWIM PROTECTIVE SPRITZ

NOURISH HAIR WHILE SWIMMING LOADED WITH BOTANICALS & ANTIOXIDANTS

DEODORIZER, CLEANER & CONDITIONER

ICE CHEST DEODORIZER, CLEANER & BOAT SOAP

BLUE REMOVES:

• BODY ODORS
• SEA LIFE ODORS
• FISH BLOOD
• IMPURITIES FROM NEOPRENE
• DIRT, RESIDUE & BIRD FECES
• SALT DEPOSITS

BLUE MAINTAINS:

• WET SUIT SUPPLENESS
• WET SUIT CONDITIONER
• GENTLE TO THE HANDS
• MINIMUM FOAMING OR SUDS

BLUE IS FREE OF:

• BLEACH
• SULFATE
• PARABEN
• ANIMAL BY-PRODUCTS
• ANIMAL TESTING

BLUE MADE WITH ESSENTIAL OILS:

• LEMON OIL
• LEMONGRASS OIL
• CEDAR OIL

ICE CHEST DEODORIZER, CLEANER & BOAT SOAP

BAIT SAFE

BIODEGRADABLE

TO DILUTE: Regular use 1 Ounce per 1 Gallon

1663-1
1 OZ

1664-1
1 OZ

1663-32
32 OZ

1664-16
16 OZ
**ACCESSORIES**

**ODO BAN**
- OdoBan KILLS 99.99% OF GERMS
- DEODORIZES & ELIMINATES TOUGH ODORS

**FIRST AID**
- SAFE AROUND EYES
- EARS & MOUTH
- USES: STINGS
- CUTS
- BURNS
- BLISTERS & INFECTIONS

**LICENSE HOLDER**
- 5449-1632
- I.D. / CARD HOLDER
- FISHING, HUNTING, WEAPON, SCUBA, PERMIT
- 3 7/8” x 2 5/8”
- TRANSLUCENT WHITE

**HANGOVER RELIEF**
- 1731
- GOODY’S HANGOVER POWDER
- 4 PACK

**SCUBA MASTER TOOL**
- 1888SV
- ALL STAINLESS STEEL
- WITH CRESCENT WRENCH

**SCUBA MASTERS TOOL**
- 1808-ODO
- OdoBan 4 OZ

**SHELLING KNIFE**
- 2649
- ROSE WOOD HANDLE
- 2.25” S.S. BLADE
- 6.25” OVERALL SIZE

**FOLDING KNIFE**
- 2604YW
- 3.5” S.S. BLADE
- ELECTRO PLATED

**FOLDING KNIFE**
- 2604BL

**10” LARGE DOUBLE VINYL**
- 1926L-FL
- 10” FLORIDA

**10” LARGE DOUBLE VINYL**
- 1926L-DF
- 10” DIVE FLAG

**10” LARGE DOUBLE VINYL**
- 1926L-SH
- 10” SHARK

**10” LARGE DOUBLE VINYL DECALS**
- AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

**MERMAID**
- 2224-40
- SOLID BRONZE
- 18” PENDANT

**VELCRO ATTACHED**
- 4698-V USA
- 12” x 18” WITH 2” VELCRO

**VELCRO ATTACHED**
- 4699 LARGE USA FLAG
- 5 FT x 8 FT
- SEWN STRIPES & EMBROIDERED STARS
MASKS & SNORKELS

UV TECHNOLOGY
PROTECTION AGAINST HARMFUL UV RAYS
FRAMELESS

SUPERIOR FIT
LOW PROFILE / LOW VOLUME

FULL DRY TOP VALVE
SEALS BREATHING TUBE
WHEN SUBMERGED

30% MORE VISIBILITY

MASKS & SNORKELS

4035UV

4036UV

4025BL

4037BK

4037PK

4037YW

4038BK

4038BL

4038OR

4038PK

4038YW

4038YW

CODURA MASK BAG
PROTECT MASK

HIGH QUALITY SILICONE

FULL DRY TOP SNORKELS
FULL DRY TOP VALVE SEALS BREATHING TUBE WHEN SUBMERGED

VISION OPTIMIZED BY 30%

DESIGNED FOR EASY GRASPING & WATER CLEARING

30% MORE VISIBILITY

LOW PROFILE / LOW VOLUME

DRAIN GROMMETS
SIDE POCKET FOR NO FOG
D RING FOR GEAR BAG ATTACHMENT
DIVE FLAG LOGO ON CLOSURE
TAPE & SEWN SEAMS FOR STRENGTH

SINGLE LENS MASKS

SOFT SILICONE FOR COMFORTABLE FIT

4035UV

4036UV

4025BL

4037BK

4037PK

4037YW

4038BK

4038BL

4038OR

4038PK

4038YW

4038YW

CODURA MASK BAG
PROTECT MASK

HIGH QUALITY SILICONE

FULL DRY TOP SNORKELS
FULL DRY TOP VALVE SEALS BREATHING TUBE WHEN SUBMERGED

VISION OPTIMIZED BY 30%

DESIGNED FOR EASY GRASPING & WATER CLEARING

30% MORE VISIBILITY

LOW PROFILE / LOW VOLUME

DRAIN GROMMETS
SIDE POCKET FOR NO FOG
D RING FOR GEAR BAG ATTACHMENT
DIVE FLAG LOGO ON CLOSURE
TAPE & SEWN SEAMS FOR STRENGTH
3D DIVE GUIDES

DETAILED DEPICTION OF NUMEROUS WRECKS & POPULAR DIVE SITES
WATERPROOF CARDS ARE DOUBLE SIDED, DURABLE PVC
DESIGNED TO TAKE ON THE DIVE - THREE (3) HOLE PUNCHED TO FIT IN LOG BOOK

5230-

FLORIDA
BROWARD COUNTY
FLO02- HYDRO ATLANTIC
FLO03- MISS LOURDIES
FLO05- BOCA WRECK TREK
& SEA EMPEROR
FLO07- DEERFIELD WRECK TREK
& ANCIENT MARINER
FLO09- RODEO 25
FLO11- CAPTAIN DAN
FLO12- RSB-1
FLO15- POMPANO WRECK TREK
FLO19- HOG HAVEN
FLO20- MERCEDES
FLO22- TENNECO TOWERS
FLO23- FT LAUD WRECK TREK
& TRACEY
FLO24- BROWARD REGIONAL MAP

PALM BEACH COUNTY
FLO01- BLUE HERON BRIDGE
FLO28- JUPITER WRECK TREK
FLO29- DANNY & ATLANTIS
FLO30- ANA CECILIA & MIZPAH
FLO31- SPEARMAN’S BARGE
FLO32- EIDSVAG TRIANGLE
FLO35- MV CASTOR

FLORIDA KEYS
FLK01- CHRIST OF THE DEEP
FLK02- DUANE
FLK03- BIBB
FLK04- DUANE & BIBB DECK
FLK05- SPIEGEL GROVE
FLK06- SPIEGEL GROVE DECK
FLK07- BENWOOD
FLK08- FRENCH REEF
FLK09- GRECIAN ROCKS
FLK10- MOLASSES REEF
FLK11- EAGLE

FLORIDA PANHANDLE
FLO39- ORISKANY
FLO40- MISS LOUISE
FLO43- BLACK BART
FLO44- STRENGTH

CAYMAN
CYG02- KITTIWAKE
CYG03- DEVILS GROTTO
CYG04- DOC’S POULSON
CYG09- IRONSHORE GARDENS
CYG10- BABYLON
CYG15- SUNSET HOUSE
CYG16- COBALT COAST
CYL02- RANDY’S GAZEBO (LITTLE)
CYL03- MARILYN’S CUT (LITTLE)
CYL07- DONNA DELIGHT (LITTLE)
CYB01- TIBBETTS (BRAC)
CYG11- PAT’S WALL
CYG13- EAGLE RAY ROCK

NORTH CAROLINA
NCA01- U352
NCA02- SPAR
NCA03- CARIB SEA

BONAIRE
BON01- HILMA HOOKER
BON02- KARPATA
BON07- SALT PIER
BON11- CLIFF

BARBADOS
BDS03- PAMIR
BDS07- STAVRONIKITA
BDS08- CARLISLE BAY
BDS04- FISHERMAN’S & DOTTINS
PLUSH & NOVELTIES

5167-20 8.5” “SALTY SHARK” DIVE FLAG HOODIE

5156-50 3.5” NARWAHL MUSHY
5156-52 3.5” SHARK MUSHY
5156-54 3.5” TURTLE MUSHY
5156-55 3.5” OCTOPUS MUSHY
5156-70 4.5” MANATEE

5162-82 16.5” SHARK
5162-84 16.5” MELLO MANATEE
5162-65 15” STING RAY
5162-52 7.5” OCTOPUS
5162-82 16.5” OCTOPUS

5162-60 14” MELLO DOLPHIN
5163-47 14” ARGUS THE ALLIGATOR

METAL BOTTLE OPENERS

4925REE 1.24” x 5”
4 COLOR DYE SUBLIMATION

4925MAN 1.24” x 5”

EMBROIDERED LOBSTER CAP

5101-36 BK, RD, KH, WH
6 PANEL 100% COTTON TWILL
Adjustable Self-Material Strap
With Hook And Loop Closure

WATER PRINT REUSABLE BAGS

5100-53 AQUARIUM BAG 15.5” x 13.5” x 7”
5100-51 MANATEE BAG 15.5” x 13.5” x 7”
SPEARFISHING & DEALER ACCESSORIES

SPEAR TIPS

- STAINLESS SPRING STEEL 6"
- PLATED

- 6488 ROCK POINT DOUBLE BARB
- 6489 TRI CUT DOUBLE BARB
- 6465-T ROCK POINT DOUBLE BARB
- 6464-T TRI CUT SINGLE BARB
- 6469 TRIDENT BARB COATED

DYNEEMA CORD

- 6803 1/16" HI VIS GREEN
- 1000 LB STRENGTH
- SOLD BY THE FOOT

- 6431PK EXTRA LARGE 1/4" x 4 FT

FISH STRINGER

- PINK COATED HANDLE

TOOLs

- 8019 HOSE PROTECTOR TOOL
- 8028 FILTER RING
- 8042 SCHRADER VALVE REMOVAL TOOL
- 8082 TANK VALVE REMOVAL TOOL
- 8084 CUP SERVICE TOOL

HOOKA HOSES

STAINLESS STEEL FITTINGS

- 8325-10 10 FT
- 8325-15 15 FT
- 8325-25 25 FT
- 8325-50 50 FT
- 3/8-24 MALE x 3/8-24 FEMALE

BAIT COLLECTION BUCKET

- 5562 14.5" 5 GALLON

ADJUSTING TOOLS

- 8200 INLINE ADJUSTING TOOL
- 8201-3 3 SLOT
- 8201-4 4 SLOT
- 8205 SECOND STAGE ADJUSTING TOOL
- 8207 REGULATOR INLINE ADJUSTING TOOL

THREADED AMBER GUN BANDS 5/8"

- 6601- 5 1/8" X 5/8"
- 6602- 7 1/2" X 5/8"
- 6603- 8 3/4" X 5/8"
- 6604- 10 1/4" X 5/8"
- 6605- 11 7/8" X 5/8"

- 6600 - WISHBONE 5/8"

COOK LIONFISH

- 5455 LIONFISH COOKBOOK 77 PAGES